
1 Basic information

• This documentation describes a set of linguistic acceptability rating data from a cross-linguistic
study on word order, information structure, and intonation in Czech, Slovak and Polish (auditory
materials, 40 participants per language).

• The manipulated factors include the position of sentence stress, word order, and givenness, among
others (see the article or the material description for more details).

• Details about the experiments and a modeling study based on the data can be found in our article
“Expression of information structure in West Slavic: Modeling the impact of prosodic and word
order factors”.

2 Materials

• The materials that we used in the experiments are listed in written form in the file items.pdf in the
zip archive items, along with an annotation of the manipulated factors and information how the
conditions map to the IDs of the audio files. You will also find the corresponding tex-file, in case
you want to copy the items into a LaTeX document.

• You will find the auditory materials in the zip archives audio-files-czech, audio-files-slovak, and
audio-files-polish. They have filenames of the form E1-01-a-1.wav, where E1 means ‘experiment 1’,
01 means ‘item 1’, a means ‘condition a’, and 1 means ‘question’ (2 would mean ‘answer’—each
stimulus consisted of a question/context utterance and an answer/target utterance). See the pdf
containing the items for further information.

• Note that the experiments are numbered in a different way than in the article: in the article,
experiment 1 is the “all new” experiment and experiment 2 is the “given object” experiment. In
the audio and result files, it is the other way around.

3 Raw data files

• The results from our experiments are contained in the zip archives result-files-czech, result-files-
slovak, and results-files-polish. Within each archive, the file ending in ...exp1 zscores.txt contains
the results for the ‘given object’ experiment, the file ending in ...exp2 zscores.txt contains the results
for the ‘all new’ experiment, the file ending in ...exp3 zscores.txt contains the results for the ‘stress
shift’ experiment, and the file ending in ...exp4 zscores.txt contains the results for the fillers.

• The result files contain the following columns:

– subject: subject number

– item: item number

– cond: condition, as annotated in the materials files

– rating: rating that the participant assigned to the item on an 1–9 scale

– zscores: z-score-transformed rating (transformation based on all data from that subject)

– time: reaction time in ms (from the offset of the audio stimulus until the participant gave
the rating); note that sometimes a software error occurred and instead of the reaction time, a
large number with 10 digits or more was stored; make sure to remove these outliers prior to
analysis

– item.q: ID of the audio file corresponding to the question

– item.a: ID of the audio file corresponding to the answer

4 R scripts that we used for statistical modeling

• The R files are contained in the folder analysis-files.
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• In the file cross-ling-comparison-interface.R, you can see how we defined the constraint profiles of
the models that we wanted to test (see the article for background information). This file can be
adjusted to define other constraints or to test/plot other combinations of the constraints.

• The file cross-ling-comparison-functions-opt.R contains the functions that are used in the interface
file to read in the data, annotate it with the violation profiles, test the models, and plot the results.
This file can be adjusted to alter the model or plotting specifications.

5 Plots

• In the folder plot-files, you will find color and gray-scale versions of the plots that appear in our
article.
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